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The following sums up the rules of the game, including char-
acter creation.

Game Mechanics
Roll three dice when performing a Stunt. Add additional dice

to this roll by spending Plot Points. If you are performing an
unskilled Stunt, you do not get the default three dice to roll
and must pay for dice using Plot Points. You must also pay for
dice if your character isn’t doing anything interesting, and you
want to jump into the action.

Take the highest result (the Die Result) and compare it to
this chart:

� If the Die Result is 5 or 6, it means the Player has
total control.

� If the Die Result is 4, it means the Player has partial
control.

� If the Die Result is 3, it means the Moderator has partial
control.

� If the Die Result is 1 or 2, it means the Moderator has
total control.

If the Die Result is a 5, gain a number of Plot Points equal to
the Style your character is using. If the Die Result is a 6, gain a
number of Plot Points equal to the Style your character is using
plus an additional Plot Point.

If you’re facing an opponent or obstacle with a Hazard rating
of 1, ignore the highest Die Result and use the next-highest
number instead. For each additional point of Hazard, ignore
another Die Result. Note that a Hazard of 2 gives the Player a
50% chance of gaining control of the scene. A Hazard of 3 or
more will prevent the Player from gaining control unless that
player spends Plot Points to roll additional dice.

Some situations will have temporary Hazard ratings that go
down as the characters are affected by them. Permanent
Hazard ratings remain constant over time and will only
decrease due to special circumstances (such as intervention by
forces of Might or Magic).

Mighty and Magical characters must spend Plot Points (as if
they were unskilled) to work their mojo. They can also reduce a
Hazard rating by rolling three dice and scoring a Die Result of 5
or 6 (reducing a Hazard doesn’t net the player any Plot Points).

If two players get into a scuffle, the defender may spend Plot
Points to gain a Hazard Rating for that scene. The other player
then makes a Stunt Roll as normal. If the Die Result is a 3, 2 or 1,
the defender narrates the outcome instead of the Moderator.

There is no limit to the amount of Plot Points that may be
spent at one time. Likewise, there is no limit to the amount of
Plot Points that a player may possess (the exception to this rule
is when playing in Cinéma Vérité mode).

Character Creation
1. Picture the character doing something… picture your

character in action!
2. Choose one of these Roles or create your own (see the

Custom Roles section)
3. Write down the necessary information that the Role

provides
4. Distribute 3 points among the various Styles
5. Write down your character’s major item and a few fla-

vor items
6. Give yourself a Plot Point with which to start the game
7. Write down three distinct details about your character’s

manner or appearance
8. Come up with a cool name and a few personal details

about your character
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Roles

One important thing to remember is that despite the presence of 
Roles, no two characters will be alike. Sure, they may have stuff in 
common… but so do folks in the real world. Roles are just the chassis 
and wheels.

The unique character you choose to create is the engine… and you’re 
free to customize the character with all manner of accessories.

The Rule of Roles

There’s a special rule we have around these parts: every Player must 
choose a different Role. If both you and your buddy want to be 
Grizzled Combat Drivers, flip a coin to decide who gets that Role (Or 
work it out some other way. In this game, you could always play your 
buddy’s car.)

Check out the Roles and see what fits!

Rockin’ Roles

Alien Naturalist
Ape-Man Islander
Bad-ass Mofo’
Capuchin Monkey
Classic Smartcar
Crazed Aviator
Crusty Sea Captain
Death-Rock Siren
Desert Chieftain
Disco Robot Gigolo
Drag Strip Queen
Elvis Impersonator
Fast-Food Ninja
'Frisco Diver
Greasemonkey

Hard-Rock Caveman
HellJack
High-Plains Drifter
Ingenious Tinkerer
Japanese Super Hero
Killah Klown
Masked Luchador
Metallurgist
Monster Smasher
Mutant Trucker
Old Sawbones
Ostrich Wrangler
Outlaw Biker
Plucky Kid
Punk Rawk Zombie
Renegade Mobster
Repo-Man
Road Warrior
Roller-Girl
Six-String Samurai
Smartcar Rustler
Speed Racer
Straight-laced G-Man
Stuntman Heretic
Swashbuckling Pirate
Techno-Shaman
Two-Fisted Padre
Ultra Vixen
Weird-but-Cute Pet
Worm Surfer



 



Styles

Characters is octaNe have characteristics called Styles. Styles define 
not what things the character can do but how the character does 
them.  There are six Styles in the game: Daring, Ingenuity, Craft, 
Charm, Might and Magic.  What they describe requires a bit more 
explanation.

Daring is the most action-oriented Style.  Daring stunts are wild, 
dangerous, and exciting.  Daring can be used to describe a high-
speed road duel, a brawl in a burning building, or a series of crazy 
acrobatic maneuvers in the midst of a gunfight.  When a daring stunt 
goes right, the results are spectacular.  When the stunt goes wrong, 
the results can be disastrous.

Ingenuity is the most creative Style. Ingenious stunts are inspired 
acts, sometimes even a little desperate. Ingenuity can be used to 
describe a “so crazy it just might work” plan or a sudden brainstorm. 
It can also describe a character’s ability to solve problems creatively. 
Ingenious stunts can take your breath away with their boldness, but a 
poorly executed plan might just blow up in your face.

Craft is the subtlest Style. Crafty stunts are clever and deliberate, 
requiring steady hands, keen senses, and intense focus.  Tracking a 
foe, disarming a trap, and discerning a falsehood are all rather crafty 
stunts. Because it is so subtle a Style, Craft is also potentially the 
most damaging when it backfires, because by the time a character 
figures out that things went sour, it’s usually much too late to do 
much about it.

Charm is the trickiest Style. Charming stunts are designed to 
manipulate other people for the character’s own benefit.  This could 
be as direct as brute-force intimidation or as subdued as a sexy outfit 
and the barest hint of a smile. Charming stunts are truly insidious 
because it can be difficult to tell who is really the victor in a game of 
intrigue.  The after-effects could linger for some time, and more than 
just life and limb are at risk if things don’t go as planned.

The last two stunts are Might and Magic, the strangest Styles of all.  
Mighty and Magical stunts deal with weird powers and arcane 

mysteries. Random mutations, hi-tech devices, mystical 
energies, and extra-terrestrial origins are usually the sources of 
these Styles.  When Might and Magic come into play, all bets are 
off on what could or couldn’t happen because with these two 
Styles, nothing is truly impossible.

Scenes 

A scene starts whenever a conflict presents itself that 
corresponds to any of the six Styles.  Once the players have 
determined which Styles to use, they may each announce their 
intent in descending order of Style (first Daring, then Ingenuity, 
Craft, Charm, Might, and last, Magic).  Then the Scene is played 
out with Stunt Rolls for all Players involved.

Example: Jack’s bounty hunter and Scott’s luchador are 
knocking back some tequila in a local roadhouse.  All of 
a sudden, a fight breaks out at a card table and the 
bounty hunter recognizes one of the card players as his 
quarry. Action time! Jack announces that his character 
is going to step in and declare that he’s bringing the 
card player back to LA for a trial. This is a Charm stunt 
(he’s using his authority and a bit of intimidation). Scott 
says that he wants his character to hurl a table into the 
group to scatter them (and get their attention) with his 
Might.  Jack’s action would go first, followed by Scott’s.

You use your character’s skills with his or her Styles.  Unlike 
Styles, skills don’t have ratings – you either have a skill or you 
don’t.  If you have a skill that covers what your character wants 
to do, you get to roll your full allotment of three dice.  Unskilled 
characters must spend Plot Points to roll dice during a 
stunt.  

Skills indicate what your character can do; Styles are what allow 
your character to be cool by gaining and using Plot Points.



Rolling the Bones

Now that you have a Style and a stunt in mind, roll your six-sided dice 
and find out the result on the Stunt Chart.  If you rolled well, you can 
narrate the outcome of your action.  If the roll went badly, however; 
the Moderator is free to turn up the heat.  (See the octaNe cheat 
sheet for the roll sequence.)

Plot Points

Cars run on gasoline, octaNe runs on Plot Points.  You can use them 
for cool stunts, to overpower a superior foe, or to locate equipment 
your character might need.

Augmentation

By spending a Plot Point, you get to add one die to the number of 
dice used for a Stunt Roll.  You can spend as many Plot Points as you 
desire, but for each Plot Point you spend, you must describe how you 
are altering the nature of the Scene to reflect the increased number 
of dice rolled. For instance, in a car chase scene occurring in a 
rainstorm, you could spend a Plot Point to narrate that the muddy 
ground is making it difficult for the bad guys to catch up with your 
character’s car.  You’d then roll an extra die (four dice) when making 
the Stunt Roll.  Augmentations cannot change aspects of the Scene or 
its characters. Instead, you’re allowed to add “facts.” Facts cannot 
contradict one another (like in the rainstorm fight scene, you couldn’t 
narrate a cloud of dust being kicked up by your tires that obscures 
the bad guy’s vision) and facts cannot negate other facts (you 
couldn’t make it stop raining). Other than those guidelines, anything 
goes.

Acquiring Gear

Every character starts with one important, character defining item.  
Examples of a “major item" would include Mad Max’s V8 Interceptor, 
Buddy the samurai’s electric guitar, and El Santo’s silver wrestling 
mask.  "Flavor gear" (clothing and basic supplies) is free.

If you wish for additional major items, you have to make a Stunt 
Roll – the catch is that you don’t get the standard three dice to 
make the roll.  Instead, you have to spend Plot Points and 
describe how you acquired the item in question. If, during the 
game, your character uses Craft or Ingenuity (or some other 
Style) to locate equipment, you do get the standard three dice, 
but you still need to spend at least one Plot Point to search for 
the item.  You can also “bond" with an item (this includes 
vehicles, animals, etc.) by spending at least of Plot Point (rarer, 
more valuable items will cost more Plot Points at the discretion of 
the GM).  When this is done, the bonded item effectively 
becomes a Major Item.

Acquiring Plot Points

Plot Points are gained in three different ways.

1. All new characters start the game with a single Plot 
Point.

2. Whenever you make a Stunt Roll and gain Total Control 
over the scene, you’ll earn Plot Points. A Die Result of 
five will net your character a number of Plot Points 
equal to the Style used.  A Die Result of six will net 
your character a number of Plot Points equal to the 
Style used, plus one additional Plot Point.  This bonus 
point enables even characters with Styles of zero to 
earn a Plot Point.  You can only gain Plot Points this way 
if your actions are moving the story along (trivial 
actions, like target practice on rusty beer cans or using 
a Style to search for gear won’t get you any Plot Points). 

3. You can also gain a Plot Point simply by having fun, 
getting involved, and contributing to the game. 
Moderators should reward Players with a bonus Plot 
Point at the end of a game session.  Other Plot Points 
may be handed out during the game for especially cool 
stunts, hilarious scenes, or inspired behavior.



 

 

Road Knights 

Road Knights follow the open road, embrace a code of 
honor, and help those in need. 

 

Code of Honor 

The High Road 

A code of honor rigorously followed by (most of) the Road 
Knights: 

• Help others in need and take only food, gas, and 
lodging as your reward. 

• Protect those weaker than yourself.  Look after 
women and children in times of danger. 

• Any oath sworn on your Five Wheels is sacred. 

• Never let an insult to your car go unanswered. 

• Always pass on the left. 

• Never give up the open road. 

• Always keep your car clean and its tank full. 

• Always keep you word, never lose your cool. 

• Those who fight the weaker are cowards.  Those who 
fight the stronger are fools. 

The Low Road 

A code of conduct followed by some Road Knights: 

• Your car is your greatest asset; keep it running. 

• The more dangerous your car, the more 
dangerous you are; your vehicle is your face to 
the Outside. 

• Gas is life; take it when you can. 

• Never give up the open road. 

• A man with a car is a long lost friend; treat him 
well, but never turn your back on him. 

• Your honor is important, but ultimately, you are 
more important than your honor. 

• Never betray your sworn brothers.  So don’t swear 
yourself lightly. 

• An oath sworn on your car is almost sacred. 

The Five Wheels 

The “Five Wheels” is a Poetic Road Knight term for his 
or her car (four tires and a steering wheel), used when 
taking an oath. 
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